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Introduction

An increasingly connected world has brought more sophisticated cybersecurity threats. Although not all instances are disclosed, outbreaks of cyber hacks on governments and companies have been featured in the headlines in recent years. Yahoo! Inc., for example, lost more than 500 million user accounts,1 which “may have included names, email addresses, telephone numbers, dates of birth, hashed passwords (using MD5) and, in some cases, encrypted or unencrypted security questions and answers.”2 The breaches forced Yahoo to renegotiate its sale to Verizon Communications Inc., cutting the price by $350 million.3 In a similar case, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) of the UK slapped Telecom’s TalkTalk with a record £400,000 fine for failing to keep personal data secure, which “allowed cyber attackers to access customer data ‘with ease.’”4
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4. The attacker accessed the personal data of 156,959 customers including their names, addresses, dates of birth, phone numbers, and email addresses. In 15,656 cases, the attacker also had access to bank account details and sort codes. The ICO’s investigation found that an attack on the company could have been prevented if TalkTalk had taken basic steps to protect customers’ information. ICO (UK) NEWS, TalkTalk Gets Record £400,000 Fine for Failing to Prevent October 2015 Attack (Oct. 5, 2016), https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2016/10/talktalk-gets-record-400-000-fine-for-failing-to-prevent-october-2015-attack/ [https://perma.cc/LSMA-4F5R]; see also Keely Rushmore, ICO Issues Record £400,000 Monetary Penalty Notice for TalkTalk Data Breach, SA LAW (Dec. 20, 2016), https://salaw.com/views-insight/keely-rushmore-51-CORNELL-INT’L-L.J. 445 (2018)
These examples signal a clear desire for stronger personal data security. The range of consequences for security failures are substantial, including civil financial losses and even criminal liabilities. We are now living in a hyper-connected world, with a myriad of devices continuously linked to the Internet. Our growing dependence on such devices exposes us to a variety of cybersecurity threats. This ever-increasing connectivity means that vulnerabilities can be introduced at any phase of the software development cycle. Cybersecurity risk management, therefore, is more important than ever to governments at all developmental stages as well as to companies of all sizes and across all sectors. The awareness of cybersecurity threats affects the importance placed on the use of standards and certification as an approach.

Establishing cybersecurity standards enhances security and contributes to risk management by helping to establish common security requirements and capabilities needed for secure solutions. While it is impossible to eliminate all threats, cybersecurity standards make it harder for attacks, or at least reduce the effect of attacks that do occur. The overall goal of cybersecurity standards is to improve the security of information technology systems, networks, and critical infrastructures. Typically, cybersecurity standards define functional and assurance requirements, policies for managing information, criteria for evaluating security measures, techniques for addressing security failures, and procedures for the monitoring of security breaches. Technically speaking, such standards are very diverse, ranging from the mathematical definition of a cryptographic algorithm to the specification of security features in a web browser.
ally, “security standards facilitate sharing of knowledge and best practices by helping to ensure common understanding of concepts, terms, and definitions, which prevents errors.” On the other hand, “when cybersecurity standards are not available . . . [businesses] may not have reliable information . . . on what . . . security controls may be needed . . . [which] tends to lead to . . . insufficient security maintenance” if not unsafe implementations.15

It should be noted that this research focuses on international trade in goods rather than trade in services.16 While estimates vary, experts foresee that, by 2020, the Internet of Things (IoT) will connect 26 billion devices worldwide.17 The large-scale use of IoT technologies could have a range of implications and create various trade issues.18 Among other issues, greater technical standardization can reduce the barriers to entry to IoT markets. To illustrate, if devices from different manufacturers do not use the same cybersecurity standards, interoperability will require extra gateways to translate from one standard to another.19 Without effective
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standards, it will be difficult for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to enter the market. That said, the central issue here is whether the regulation of cybersecurity standards should follow a so-called “multistakeholder” approach, which, as discussed in this Article, has been championed over the years in the arena of Internet governance, or move towards a more multilateral approach in which states play central roles. Debates regarding Internet governance have long embodied a tension between positions advocating for greater government oversight of the Internet and those advocating for a coordinated structure spanning government, the private sector, and civil society. Indeed, we are at a crossroads in global governance. The ongoing shift from multilateralism to multistakeholderism raises pivotal issues concerning cybersecurity norm development, namely—what is the appropriate role of the government in regulating the Internet? Is the multistakeholder approach effective and efficient in terms of norm creation and harmonization? Can existing informal cyberspace norms meet the goal as well as traditional, legally binding regulation? At a more fundamental level, why is the shift to multistakeholder governance happening? This Article will engage in arguments regarding questions about how to save the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) from the risk of irrelevance in the context of cyberspace governance, as well as how private cybersecurity standards can be regulated by the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (the “TBT Agreement”).

I. The Standards Jungle of Cybersecurity

A. The Top-Down Approach: A Government-Centered Cybersecurity Standardization System

The implications of “standards” are different in various contexts. There is a strong relationship between national technical standards and an efficient international trading system. In a globalized world, standards pro-


vide information about products to consumers in the importing country to ensure technical compatibility.\textsuperscript{23} By sharing a common standard, anonymous manufacturers in markets all over the world can communicate, establish common expectations of one another's products, and evaluate the compatibility of their joint productions.\textsuperscript{24} That said, cybersecurity standards can have a strong influence over "trade flow," as they affect the demand and supply of ICT goods and services.\textsuperscript{25}

In this context, perhaps China's top-down, government-centered standardization system represents the most outstanding case. In the Chinese ICT market, the government assumes primary responsibility in standardization development, with the policy rationale that state-led standardization creates the most efficient national economy.\textsuperscript{26}

China's Wireless LAN Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure ("WAPI") Standard, which was developed under a typical top-down government-central standardization system, demonstrates how cybersecurity standards might create effective trade barriers. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers ("IEEE") 802.11 Wi-Fi standard became the formal international standard of the International Organization for Standardization ("ISO"). However, the Chinese government decided to use a different "security" protocol, i.e., WAPI, for mandatory compliance.\textsuperscript{27} Under the mandated Chinese approach, equipment vendors who sell WLAN devices in China must offer products based on the Chinese standard. China's approach to using technical regulations and standards in the ICT sector, which in many instances appears to have been designed to favor China-specific approaches, has caused substantial concerns. Industry associations have consistently encouraged the Chinese government to harmonize its standards regime with internationally recognized market-driven standards instead of creating its own.\textsuperscript{28}

The question as to whether the regulations China has developed in the cybersecurity area are consistent with WTO obligations remains unanswered.\textsuperscript{29} Consequently, the Chinese ICT standards create a systematic increase in uncertainty and negatively impacts international trade. Earlier this year, more than 50 business groups from all over the world urged
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China to delay the enforcement of its new cybersecurity law,\textsuperscript{30} which was slated to take effect on June 1, 2017. The group stressed that the new cybersecurity law, especially those measures that require the use of secure and controllable technologies in the ICT sector, as well as future implementation standards, will effectively erect trade barriers and thus “adversely impact billions of dollars in cross-border trade.”\textsuperscript{31} The recent “trade war under the guise of cybersecurity” raises the question of how top-down approaches to standardization can better ensure China’s cybersecurity without sacrificing the benefits of global trade.\textsuperscript{32}

B. The Bottom-Up Approach: Multistakeholder Platforms for Cybersecurity Standardization

There exists a spectrum of cybersecurity standardization models, ranging from more centralized governmental involvement, such as in the case of China, to more decentralized private initiatives. The reality is that a “traditional” top-down regulatory approach now struggles to keep pace with the innovation on the Internet. There is a growing trend across the world toward a bottom-up approach to cybersecurity standardization.\textsuperscript{33} Empirical studies demonstrate that more and more jurisdictions have been settling on a bottom-up approach to cybersecurity policymaking, which aims to minimize mandatory governmental regulation and to favor a voluntary, private-sector standard to enhance cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{34} Under the bottom-up approach, the business sector has actively taken on the standardization initiative, which they contend leads to more cost-effective rules than government regulation.\textsuperscript{35} This privatization of governance is driven, in part, by governments’ lack of requisite technical expertise and the flexibility to deal with ever-more complex regulatory tasks.\textsuperscript{36}


\textsuperscript{31} Michael Martina & Cate Cadell, Amid Industry Pushback, China Offers Changes to Cyber Rules: Sources, REUTERS (May 19, 2017), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-cyber-law/amid-industry-pushback-china-offers-changes-to-cyber-rules-sources-idUSKCN18F1VZ [https://perma.cc/EZ7J-BQ77]. The group also underscored the asymmetry between the access that foreign countries are granted to China’s ICT market and the access Chinese companies enjoy in other markets.
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involvement of public and private sector actors working together has proven to be a more effective model than complete government control.

Emblematic of this movement in the context of the European Union is the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security ("ENISA"). Since its founding in 2004, ENISA has actively contributed to cybersecurity standards and thus to proper functioning of the internal market within the Union. By working closely together with the EU member states and the private sector, ENISA provides advice and solutions related to cybersecurity, supports policy implementation, and coordinates standardization activities. As ENISA repeatedly stresses in its policy papers, it believes enhancing the role of public-private partnerships should be emphasized in standardization processes. A bottom-up approach to the creation of cybersecurity standards and strong representation from stakeholders are the key elements in ENISA decision-making procedures.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology Cybersecurity Framework (the “NIST Framework”) represents another striking example of a bottom-up approach to cybersecurity standardization. The NIST, now a part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, is one of the nation’s oldest physical science laboratories. To respond to Executive Order 13636, issued in February of 2013, the NIST utilized a year-long consultative process with stakeholders to create the NIST Framework—a set of industry standards and best practices to help organizations manage cybersecurity risks. In a series of multi-stakeholder meetings, hundreds of international representatives from govern-
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ment, business, and civil society came together to create the NIST Framework.\textsuperscript{44} Such a process demonstrates an active dialogue that relies on a bottom-up approach to cybersecurity regulation—building consensus across sectors and industries through a dynamic public-private partnership.\textsuperscript{45} The NIST has continued to engage with stakeholders through multiple avenues of communication. Although now playing an active and central role in implementing the Trump administration’s cybersecurity agenda,\textsuperscript{46} the 2017 NIST Framework reaffirms its commitment to private sector self-governance.\textsuperscript{47} Arguably, the international community needs some degree of governmental involvement in implementing standards to properly evaluate businesses’ efforts, to incentivize private sector self-governance, and to reward stakeholders that meet those standards. Such a two-fold approach to public-private co-governance represents a compromise between top-down regulatory interference and outright self-governance.\textsuperscript{48}

Of course, the idea of governance through public-private networks is not new at all. Researchers, including those in international economy law, have long researched the changing role of the state in market economies and the transformation of public functions. Professor Shaffer, in his book, elaborates on how public hierarchies and private markets complement one another.\textsuperscript{49} As Shaffer indicates, these networks bring together public and private actors to address policy issues.\textsuperscript{50} In a world of increasing complexity, governments are delegating traditionally public functions to the private sector. Therefore, the world is increasingly governed through co-regulation by public and private actors.\textsuperscript{51} In the context of cybersecurity, where public and private sectors attempt to adapt to rapid technological changes, it is particularly evident that governments must relax the regulatory power and shift responsibility through privatization.

However, procedure and substance are often closely intertwined, as well as mutually defining. Due to the bottom-up approaches, cybersecurity standards are proliferating.\textsuperscript{52} A growing number of organizations are becoming involved in standards development, as more and more manufacturers and vendors build and sell standards-compliant products and ser-
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To date, the number of cybersecurity standards, in some form, exceeds 1,000 publications globally, resulting in a complex standards landscape. This “mushrooms after rain” phenomenon of private cybersecurity standards may lead to potential problems. Although, on the one hand it manifests the dynamics of the industry, it might also result in the danger of overlapping work. From the perspective of international trade, such diversity makes compliance challenging and therefore directs resources away from more effective mechanisms. The international “standards jungle” of cybersecurity, as a result, may in fact work as an impediment to free trade.

II. Harmonization of Cybersecurity Standards

“[Differences in] standards matter little when markets are predominantly domestic.” As shown in Figure 1, from the aspects of the top-down standardization approach, centralization may solve the problems of duplication and fragmentation. The advantage of a centralized, non-market, public standard-setting regime (Type I) is that the government can simply mandate the adoption of non-competing cybersecurity standards as de jure technical regulations within the appropriate jurisdiction when the public sector plays a major role in the standard-setting process. When a government adopts de jure, mandatory cybersecurity standards, it can effectively prevent standards wars within the specific jurisdiction.

The integration of ICT markets, however, has greatly increased interdependence and has thus created incentives to coordinate on common technical solutions. By standardizing different, but otherwise incompatible products, “international standards” have contributed to the enhancement of economic globalization. Standards provide information about products to consumers in the importing country to ensure technical compatibility. By sharing a common standard, anonymous manufacturers in markets all over the world can benefit from common expectations of one another’s products. The use of standards reduces uncertainty, because any innovator in the market can develop new applications with the guarantee
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that an international market for their products will exist.\textsuperscript{62}

At the core of the matter lies this question—how can cybersecurity standards be globally governed? Further, how can a less fragmented and more harmonized cybersecurity regime be established, which would contribute greatly to global economic growth?\textsuperscript{63} This chapter will distinguish between the four types of cybersecurity standardization,\textsuperscript{64} based on whether the standards are developed in public or private settings (the vertical axis in Figure 1) and whether the standards are created through market competition (the horizontal axis in Figure 1). Placing the “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches in such a context allows us to identify the features of different types of cybersecurity standard-setting and to recognize the challenges for international economic order.

**Figure 1**

Harmonization of Cybersecurity Standards: Institutional Setting and Harmonization Mechanism
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A. The "Traditional" Mechanism: A Possible Blind Alley

As shown in Figure 1, the ISO standards are established in private international institutions, and this process does not entail market competition (Type II). These types of standards once played a prominent role in standards harmonization across jurisdictions. Governments have long committed to using the ISO standards as the technical basis for domestic regulation, through either ex post endorsement or ex ante delegation of public regulatory authority. In most cases, the legislators or regulators “borrow” ISO standards to incorporate into domestic regulations. At other times, domestic laws simply include a general reference to the specific ISO standard, with the mandate that the regulatory obligation will be automatically transferred to the revised standard if such a standard subsequently changes.

The ISO 27001 on cybersecurity, however, has a relatively low adoption rate worldwide. In the past, standards of the communications sector have been governed by the so-called big three: the ISO, the International Electrotechnical Commission (“IEC”), and International Telecommunications Union (“ITU”). Today, these traditional organizations are complemented and at times replaced by multiple industry-centered consortia. The ICT business consortia are reportedly producing cybersecurity standards in a manner that has meant even the ISO 27001 has been challenged, if not outpaced, by new informal standard setters. An empirical analysis has demonstrated that the ISO 27001 standard, when compared to the other ISO standards, has received significantly less interest from the industry as measured by the rate of adoption. The low adoption rate of the ISO cybersecurity standards, in my view, is primarily attributable to the three following reasons.

First, compared with the emerging market-driven, bottom-up approaches, the ISO requires a relatively long time to develop international consensus on positions. An ISO standard generally takes several years from inception to publication in order to meet the consensus procedural requirement, which—including the use of the ISO 66. Id. at 19.
67. See Arcuri, supra note 20, at 494. ISO has observer status in the TBT Committee. Reference to the ISO is found in the TBT Agreement. However, whether ISO standards are international standards within the meaning of the TBT Agreement remains disputed.
68. Id.
69. The ISO/IEC 27000 is the best-known standard providing requirements for an information security management system (ISMS), which is a systematic approach to managing sensitive company information so that it remains secure and helps organizations keep information assets secure. See ISO, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION, available at https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html (last visited Aug. 12, 2018).
70. Pauwelyn, supra note 20, at 743.
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five-step process involving multiple draft reviews, comments from national bodies, an international ballot, and the vote of each national body.\textsuperscript{73} Considering the nature of cybersecurity, in which public and private sectors attempt to adapt to rapid technological changes, the ISO may fail to address and manage cybersecurity risk in a cost-effective way based on business needs.

In addition, the legitimacy and accountability issues of the ISO have further weakened its function in developing cybersecurity standards.\textsuperscript{74} Unlike other standards areas, cybersecurity standards are by nature socio-technical in the sense that such standards have both human/social and technological elements that are strictly intertwined.\textsuperscript{75} Cybersecurity standardization is therefore far more complex than a purely technical, classical standardization approach.\textsuperscript{76} In the domain of cybersecurity, “multistakeholderism” requires a multi-disciplinary approach that appears difficult to achieve under the ISO regime, which has been labeled a club dominated by certain industrial groups in which civil societies are excluded from decision-making procedures.\textsuperscript{77}

Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the ISO is not operationally self-sufficient, and its officials do not work in isolation.\textsuperscript{78} Domestic standards bodies are an important component of the ISO institutional structure, and they seek to promote and defend the regulatory preferences of their stakeholders to minimize domestic switching costs.\textsuperscript{79} In other words, standards should not be seen as norms which embody some objective truth or undisputed scientific wisdom—neither is the ISO process apolitical.\textsuperscript{80}

With respect to <Figure 1>, it should also be noted that similar logic can be applied to market-based public standards (Type III, Figure 1).\textsuperscript{81}
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\textsuperscript{81} For example, the Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard for Singapore (MTCS SS) issued by the Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA), which aims to provide businesses with greater clarity on the levels of security offered by different cloud service providers (CSPs), is the world’s first cloud security standard. See Singapore Launches Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard, INFOCOMM MEDIA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (Nov. 3, 2017), https://www.imda.gov.sg/infocomm-and-media-news/whats-trending/
Given that the political and economic stakes in cybersecurity standard-setting can be enormous, it is difficult, if not impossible, for national or regional standards to win out over other standards as the global standard after a period of public rule-making competition among public regulators. To conclude, cybersecurity standard-setting is not merely about who commercially wins and who loses. It is also politically sensitive and complex. Reasons, such as conflicting political agendas, national security concerns, and competition for global influence, have created a rather difficult situation in the arena of cybersecurity standards harmonization.

B. Market-Based “Private” Standard-Setting: The Organically Evolving Norms

1. Cyberspace Governance and Multistakeholderism

As advocated by the ICT industry and relevant civil societies, governments are important components of Internet governance, but they do not play an exclusively dominant role. Through a relatively inclusive and transparent process, “polycentric partnerships”—from the private sector to civil society to technical experts to governments—represent the constituency of a truly global governance sphere. In other words, governments, working together with other relevant stakeholders, participate on equal footing as representatives of their respective constituents. Therefore, this represents a new approach to cybersecurity that seeks out best practices from the public and private sectors by fostering multistakeholder collaboration.

Is it possible to produce bottom-up, market-based outcomes for cybersecurity (Type IV, Figure 1) in a global environment? Indeed, it was this bottom-up “private” mechanism that gave the Internet its momentum and
enabled the phenomenal level of innovation that has characterized the Internet. How, then, could such highly flexible, decentralized and polycentric governance arrangements—involving many different institutions and individuals—help to harmonize cybersecurity standards? Examining the history of “traditional standards wars,” it is clear that one firm’s proprietary solution may become the global de facto technical standard if that firm attains a dominant position in the market. In other words, market competition between competing private standards can be an effective means of moving toward de facto standardization. Could any Type IV standard-setting entity succeed in establishing its technology as the market-dominant de facto international standard as a result of widespread acceptance in the market? Would such a market-based, public-private international standard-setting mechanism occur in the context of cybersecurity?

2. Emerging Norms and the Direction of Evolution

Again, taking the NIST Framework as an example, although “voluntary,” the framework is nonetheless highly influential. Industry is increasingly referencing the framework as a de facto cybersecurity standard. According to a relevant survey, the framework is now used by approximately 30 percent of U.S. organizations, and this estimate is projected to reach 50 percent by 2020. In fact, the framework has already been influential not only in the U.S., but also in other jurisdictions. Such harmonization is a critical first step toward cyberspace norm development that could, in time, lead to international cybersecurity standards.

As previously discussed, since its creation, the framework serves as a common set of terms and language for discussing cybersecurity within industry and government, which over time helps to harmonize global cybersecurity best practices and shape global standards. Industry use of the NIST Framework of cybersecurity standards is growing throughout Canada, Latin America, Europe, and Asia. In Japan, for example, the framework and ISO 27001 are complementary tools, and a recent survey revealed that 33 percent of participating organizations referred to the NIST best practices as their cybersecurity standards. It is acceptable to state that
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the framework has the potential to become a de facto international cybersecurity standard.97

As globalization has created markets that cross borders,98 there is an increasing reliance on a diverse array of mechanisms to “harmonize” international affairs.99 An international arrangement that is designed as an instrument of global governance can be placed on a continuum from “hard law” to “soft law”100 to “informal rules.”101 As Joost defined it, informal international lawmaking is unique, but it does incorporate the phenomenon of soft law, as it addresses not only informal output but also new informal actors and processes.102 Multistakeholderism in cyberspace governance, which features both non-traditional actors/processes and non-traditional outputs, demonstrates the increasingly diverse and creative forms of cooperation outside of international law. This ongoing shift to multistakeholder governance, however, raises a host of important questions. How can the WTO be saved from the risk of irrelevance? How can the WTO become a forum for trade disputes concerning “private” cybersecurity standards created through a multistakeholder process? How can governments be held accountable for Type IV regulatory regimes that impose unjustified barriers to trade? The central question, however, is as follows: is the TBT Agreement still relevant?

III. Implications for WTO Law

A. Technical Regulation: Saving the TBT Agreement from Declining Relevance

The last decade has witnessed rapidly growing interest among scholars from different disciplines in cyberspace governance and multistakeholderism, which have emerged around the regulation of the Internet. Surprisingly, though, the impact of such phenomenon on the WTO is a topic that has received relatively little attention in the literature. At the crux of the matter is this: the emerging norms in cyberspace have prompted concerns that the WTO is becoming irrelevant.103 The proliferation of private regulation could destroy the enormous benefits we derive from the multilateral trading system. The multistakeholder mechanism in cyberspace governance is widely feared to spell the end of the WTO’s mul-
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tional approach, with the WTO gradually moving toward the status of a marginalized talking shop.104

This Article argues that eventually the WTO panels and the Appellate Body (AB) might have to engage in judicial interpretation of private norms governing cyberspace—in particular, the interpretation of the inevitable clashes between multilateralism and multistakeholderism. In such potential litigation, the complaining party would undoubtedly argue that the measures at issue, i.e., market-based “voluntary” cybersecurity standards developed from “public-private partnership” processes (Type IV, Figure 1), fall under the definition of “technical regulation” in the TBT Agreement.105 Would such claims regarding the TBT Agreement prevail? Could the panel of the AB strike down an invocation of TBT Article 2.1 given that the “measures,” e.g., the Type IV standards, are not mandatory and therefore are not a “technical regulation” under TBT Article 2.1? It is vital that the complaining members develop arguments to establish that there is sufficient “governmental involvement” under such a public-private “co-governance.”106 The responding party, on the other hand, may argue that the standards issued by such “transparent and inclusive” processes constitute “relevant international standards” within the meaning of TBT Article 2.4.107

In short, on the issue of the Type IV cybersecurity standards, the challenges facing the TBT Agreement today are numerous. This section examines four challenges in particular: a challenge to the definition of “technical regulation,”108 a challenge to the determination of “government action,” a challenge to the distinction of “voluntary/mandatory” compliance,109 and a challenge to the recognition of the “international standardization bodies” for cybersecurity.110 The fact that a certain Type IV regulation has the
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potential to become a de facto cybersecurity international standard has created a renewed sense of urgency for the WTO to take action in order to avoid the fate of being eclipsed into irrelevance in the domain of cyberspace governance. Can the TBT Agreement save the WTO from declining significance in its global governance of the Internet?

B. Government Action: Public, Private, and In-Between

Type IV cybersecurity standardization activities generate many interpretive issues. At the heart of the controversy is the determination of a “government act.” In situations where the adoption, preparation, and application of cybersecurity policy or regulatory schemes are delegated by the government to a private standard entity, or where the “private” standards are incorporated into law—no matter ex ante delegation or ex post incorporation—it is uncontestable that the “private actions” may fall within the scope of the TBT agreement, as a “government endorsement” can be found. However, as stressed earlier, the “public-private partnership” in many cybersecurity standardization processes, during which public and private sector actors work together, may fall neither into the public nor the private domain but, rather, “in-between.”

The issue of “attribution” of private actions to WTO Members has arisen before the WTO dispute settlement system and was considered by WTO panels and AB in several disputes—in particular, under the rules of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (“GATT”), the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM”), and the Agreement on Agriculture (“AoA”). Considering the approaches taken by the WTO panels and the AB, a Type IV cybersecurity standard may constitute a technical regulation within the meaning of the TBT Agreement if the support provided by a government is sufficient to become a governmental act. In past WTO jurisprudence, private actions could be attributed to governments if there was sufficient governmental involvement. In the US–Corrosion-Resistant Steel Sunset Review case, the AB stressed that, in principle, any act or omission attributable to a WTO Member can be a measure of that Member for the purposes of dispute settlement proceed-
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ings.116 In Japan–DRAMs (Korea), the panel stated that there must be a demonstrable link between the government and the conduct of the private body.117 Generally speaking, the degree of governmental involvement is decisive for the qualification of a private action as a governmental responsibility. In other words, private conduct will come under the WTO disciplines only if it can be attributed to a WTO member.118

It should be noted, however, that in Japan–Film, the AB clarified that neither every utterance by a government official nor every study prepared by a non-governmental body at the request of the government or with some degree of government support can be viewed as a measure by a Member government.119 In other words, WTO panels and the AB do not easily assume the responsibility of Members with regard to private conduct without convincing evidence, and the burden of proof to establish that such a nexus lies with the complainant.120 Although the relevant texts themselves do not clarify which measures are to be regarded as those of WTO Members, WTO jurisprudence, as stressed in U.S.–Gambling, clarifies that it requires a sufficient “nexus” between government action and private conduct for the attribution of the latter to the former.121

This Article argues that most of the Type IV standards are controversial in terms of whether such a scheme is delegated by public power. The blurring of public and private and the changing architecture of the state make the identification of “the degree of governmental involvement” a rather complex area. Indeed, public-private schemes are emerging. In the real world, a carrot-and-stick balancing approach might be proven to be the most effective way to promote cybersecurity. Voluntary self-regulation and direct government regulation are mutually exclusive options and fall on the opposing ends of the regulatory spectrum. However, the cybersecurity co-regulatory model, in which public and private sector actors work together, falls somewhere in the middle. One key element of the changing character of cybersecurity is the significance attached to the role of the third party, especially the certification mechanism. The NIST Framework, again serving as an example, demonstrates how a multistakeholder approach could provide a foundation on which to build a certification system as a middle ground between “purely public” and “purely private” cybersecurity certification efforts.122
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The emergence of a multiplicity of new actors and different standard-setting bodies therefore results in the question of how international trade agreements will respond to increasing networking between public actors and private participants. In the future, WTO panels and the AB might have to face questions as to whether “co-regulation” falls within the scope of the term “technical regulations” in TBT Article 2.1. Can the concept of “technical regulation” be broadly construed in order to cope with the trend of the “privatization of regulation”? Would such an interpretative approach be overbroad and therefore potentially compromise the legal certainty and predictability of the TBT Agreement? Would such an interpretation create the risk that Members will be subject to WTO dispute settlement proceedings even when they did not effectively control or govern the actions of a private body or delegate such responsibility to a private body?

In light of the potential for litigation, it is vital that the complaining party develop arguments to establish that the cybersecurity standards at issue, although arising from a multistakeholder process, involve acts delegated by public powers. There might be a strong argument that, after all, the private sector does not have the powers to oblige third parties to adhere to a certain scheme. To support this position, the complaining party could draw attention to the fact that the co-regulation mechanism is fulfilling an important role in the cyberspace ecosystem. On the other hand, responding parties might argue that the amount of governmental involvement is decisive for the qualification of private conduct as a governmental responsibility. That said, Type IV standards will come under the WTO disciplines only if they can be attributed to a WTO member. In this regard, cybersecurity “co-regulation” has shifted the role of government in such a way that it no longer retains general oversight authority to approve and enforce standards.

C. Voluntary/Mandatory Dichotomy: Non-Binding but Compulsory?

The key distinction between technical regulations and standards is that compliance is mandatory with the former and voluntary with the latter. Under this definition, a Type IV cybersecurity standard may be found to constitute a “technical regulation” within the meaning of the TBT Agreement if the support provided by a government is sufficient so as to render the standard “mandatory de facto.” In US–Tuna II, the Panel at the outset considered the interpretation of the term “mandatory” in Annex 1.1., noted various dictionary definitions, and explained that “mandatory” may encompass the legally binding and enforceable character of the instru-
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ment and may also relate to its contents, prescribing or imposing a certain behavior.\textsuperscript{128} The Panel also stressed that the expression “mandatory requirement” should be used to mean only “a requirement made compulsory by law or regulation.”\textsuperscript{129} A responding party in this hypothetical dispute may counter that the Type IV standards merely constitute “voluntary measures” that are not covered by Annex 1.1.

If the responding party successfully claims that the measures at issue are not technical regulations, it would create a large carve-out under the TBT agreement. At the core of the issue is whether compliance with the Type IV standards is de facto mandatory, which would therefore render the measures “technical regulations” under TBT Article 2.1.

In this context, the case of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) serves as an interesting example. Since 2000, the FTC has established standards for “cybersecurity due diligence” by bringing dozens of enforcement actions under its general statutory authority—Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act—to address “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”\textsuperscript{130} The FTC has brought these actions against companies whose cybersecurity practices it deemed inherently “unfair,” essentially by failing to take appropriate action to assess security risks. In these cases, the FTC consistently establishes de facto cybersecurity standards with respect to “reasonable” cybersecurity practices. The reasonableness approach taken by the FTC, however, relies on industry experts to prove unfairness, which is fully compatible with the NIST framework.\textsuperscript{131} To illustrate, certain Type IV cybersecurity standards are heavily referred to, if not relied upon, by relevant regulators to the degree that in the real-world compliance with such standards becomes a core requirement for “duty of care.” For example, in 2012, the FTC began proceedings to sue Wyndham Hotels & Resorts LLC, seeking injunctive and other equitable relief for this organization’s “failure to maintain reasonable and appropriate data security for consumers’ sensitive personal information.”\textsuperscript{132} In this particular case, the defendants cited the NIST framework, implying that the framework might represent the regulatory expectation when the FTC brought its enforcement action against Wyndham.\textsuperscript{133}

It is evident that the implementation of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework is emerging as a de facto requirement for companies in terms of “cybersecurity due diligence” or “reasonable cybersecurity measures.” It is undeniable that the issues the NIST Framework calls for companies to evaluate are the same issues the FTC has evaluated for years through its Section
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5 enforcement when determining whether a company's data security and processes are reasonable.134

Indeed, the FTC’s longstanding Section 5 enforcement takes a similar approach to the NIST Framework.135 For example, in the complaints against HTC America, Inc., the FTC alleged that the company did not have a process for receiving, addressing, or monitoring reports about security vulnerabilities.136 The framework’s guidance has a similar goal: almost all FTC determinations align with the framework’s guidance that companies should consider having a method for receiving vulnerable information.137 The FTC matches its cybersecurity standards with those of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework by ensuring that the framework’s approach is “fully consistent” with the FTC’s approach.138 To conclude, existing FTC actions seem to provide a clear standard of care.139 The consistency between the FTC’s enforcement and the NIST Framework should signal to companies that the FTC strongly endorses, if not requires, the NIST Framework in the development, supplementation, and maintenance of a data security system. Through long-term practices, the FTC has linked its “reasonableness standard for cybersecurity” to the “voluntary” NIST Framework.

In addition to regulators, judges also frequently resort to Type IV standards to give meaning to concepts in law, specifically when evaluating duty of care in negligence cases.140 If a company’s cybersecurity practice is ever questioned during litigation or a regulatory investigation, the “standard” for “due diligence,” is highly likely to be the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.141 Such judicial recognition can extend a binding effect to what are otherwise “voluntary” private standards.142 Of course, the court does not apply Type IV standards as such. Instead, Type IV standards serve as guidelines when it comes to the determination of the required standard of care. Compliance with those standards may not be a sufficient defense, but it does have evidentiary value.143 The role of Type IV standards is,
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therefore, becoming central to the establishment of the cybersecurity due diligence requirements, as it is shaping the standard of care for the private sector through private litigation. In any event, the reasonableness standard has a long tradition in many jurisdictions. In the context of cybersecurity, courts may apply the reasonableness standard established under multistakeholderism and rely on expert testimony in litigation. Concerns about legal liability thus become a strong incentive for companies to comply with the Internet norms that are not legally mandated but that define best practice. That said, implementation of the Type IV standards have the potential to emerge as a de facto requirement for companies.

A common misunderstanding lies in the assumption that non-binding standards are less frequently complied with when compared to mandatory standards. This no longer holds true. Those “private standards” under multistakeholderism may be as constraining, if not more so, as traditional regulations. Compliance with private regulations can be extremely stringent. Regulatory and judicial authorities have played significant roles in reinforcing the rapid privatization of standard-setting.

To conclude, private rule-making still takes place in political and legal contexts at the domestic level, which is shaped by governments and courts. Private standardization, by its nature, may not always be fully autonomous. To a great extent, the Type IV cybersecurity standards are “non-binding” but somehow “compulsory.”

D. International Standardization Bodies: The Openness Test?

Another interesting aspect is the exploration of whether a WTO member, regardless of its status as a complainant or a respondent, can establish an “international cybersecurity standard” within the meaning of TBT Article 2.4, based on the fact that certain Type IV schemes are highly influential and thus constitute a “relevant international standard” within the meaning of TBT Article 2.4. In US–Tuna II (Mexico), the AB further confirmed that by virtue of Article 2.4, if a standard is found to constitute a “relevant international standard,” WTO Members are required to use it or
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While the heart of the TBT is the adoption of international standards for the sake of trade liberalization, the TBT does not define the term “international standards” per se. The TBT committee attempted to clarify this question but still found it hard to proceed. The AB in US–Tuna II stated that in order to constitute an “international standard,” a standard must be adopted by an “international standardizing body” for the purposes of the TBT Agreement. A “standardizing body” does not need to have standardization as its principal function, or even as one of its principal functions, as long as WTO Members “have reason to expect that the international body in question is engaged in standardization activities.” In other words, such a “body” simply has to be “active in standardization,” and the body’s activities in standardization “must be aware.” At the crux of the issue is whether members should recognize the broader WTO definition of “international standardization bodies or systems” contained in Annex 1 of the TBT. It seems that members would have sufficient room to develop creative arguments regarding whether the Type IV regimes could be “international standardizing bodies” under TBT Article 2.4.

One tricky issue here is the key characteristics of multistakeholder governance. The AB in US–Tuna II argued that a body is “open” if membership to the body is not restricted, and it is not “open” if membership is a priori limited to the relevant bodies of only some WTO members. On this point, it would be interesting to see how parties develop arguments that the standards issued by such “transparent and inclusive” multistakeholder processes constitute a “relevant international standard” within the meaning of TBT Article 2.4. Unlike the ISO, which has been labeled a club dominated by private industrial groups where developing countries and civil societies are excluded from information and decision-making procedures, the actors involved in emerging private cybersecurity platforms are much more diverse, inclusive, and transparent. The norms developed are generally more carefully elaborated and are also supported by a broader consensus. After all, transparency of inputs, process, and decision mak-
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ing is fundamental to the Internet.  

Conclusion

The following questions were raised at the outset of this Article: how can the WTO be saved from the risk of irrelevance? How can the WTO become a forum for trade disputes concerning “private, voluntary” cybersecurity standards created through a multistakeholder process? How can governments be held accountable for Type IV regimes in situations in which they impose unjustified barriers to trade? To answer the question as to whether the TBT Agreement is still relevant, four specific challenges are examined: a challenge to the definition of “technical regulation,” a challenge to determination of “government action,” a challenge to the distinction of “voluntary/mandatory” compliance, and a challenge to the recognition of the “international standardization bodies” for cybersecurity.

The business sector has actively taken on the standardization initiative. More and more jurisdictions have been settling on a bottom-up approach to cybersecurity policymaking, which aims to minimize mandatory governmental regulation and to favor a voluntary private-sector standard to enhance cybersecurity. To analyze the privatization of governance in a systematic way, this Article placed the “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches in such a context that allows us to identify the features of different types of cybersecurity standard-setting and to recognize the challenges to international economic order. Given that the political and economic stakes in cybersecurity standard-setting can be enormous, it is difficult, if not impossible, for national or regional standards to win out over other standards as the global standard after a period of public rule-making competition among public regulators. As a result, at the crux of the matter is whether Type IV standards can become de facto international standards due to their broad acceptance in the market. If in fact they can, what are the impacts of such a phenomenon on the WTO?

In conclusion, Type IV standardization activities generate many interpretive issues. At the heart of the controversy lies the determination of a “government act.” The blurring of public and private and the changing architecture of the state render the identification of “the degree of governmental involvement” a rather complex area. The concept of a “technical regulation” should be broadly construed in order to cope with the trend of the “privatization of regulation.” However, if such an interpretative approach becomes overbroad, it may compromise the legal certainty and predictability of the TBT Agreement, creating the risk that Members will be subject to WTO dispute settlement proceedings even when they did not effectively control the standard-setting process. After all, cybersecurity “co-regulation” has shifted the role of government in such a way that it no longer retains general oversight authority to approve and enforce standards. Moreover, this Article stresses that cybersecurity standardization
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under multistakeholderism is “non-binding” but also somehow “compulsory.” Regulators and judges frequently resort to private standards to give meaning to concepts in law, more specifically, when evaluating duty of care in negligence cases. The so-called “private, voluntary” standards are shaping the standard of care for the private sector and at the same time are becoming central to the establishment of cybersecurity due diligence requirements.

Finally, cyberspace governance is a complex problem. The fact that certain informal norms have the potential to become de facto international standards creates a renewed sense of urgency for the WTO to take action in order to avoid the fate of being eclipsed into irrelevance in the domain of cyberspace governance. Eventually, the WTO panels and the AB might have to engage in judicial interpretation of private norms governing cyberspace, and in particular, the inevitable clashes between multilateralism and multistakeholderism.